

    


    
    

    
    

    

    
    

    
    

    

    

    

    
    



	Vertical Jigging Reels Maxel SeaLion
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[image: ]Trolling & Jigging Reels Maxel — Exclusive Italian distribution by Trabucco.
A truly Left-handed Design, NOT just a switched side plate modification .

lncorporating Maxel’s precision engineering technology, redesigned with new optimum mechanism and added features, the New SeaLion series will give anglers more confidence and power during overhead jigging and live baiting. The New SeaLion reels are constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum with ported cross bars for weight reduction, and narrow spool for larger line capacity. The upgraded carbon drag system is capable of outrageous drag pressures, plus the improved pre-set knob and lever drag control mechanism, allowing the SeaLion reels more precise and consistent drag setting. Also with fulcrum clicker design, it stops drag lever backing off while jigging. The New SeaLion series features 2 sizes 8Lb e 10Lb available in both Single speed and Two speed.

	6061-T6 machined one piece aluminum frame 
	Cold forged aluminum spool and side plates 
	Precision-machined stainless steel gears 
	Contaminant-resistant carbon drag material with special grease 
	With fulcrum clicker design to stop drag lever backing off 
	Oversized shielded stainless steel ball bearings for better support and strength
	Slim frame and narrow spool increased 10% more line capacity 
	Newly designed balance handle to minimize the jigging vibration 
	Excellent free spool 
	Serialized identification


LEFT HANDLE VERSION

	Code	Mode	Gear Ratio	Line Capacity	Max Strike Drag	Max Full Drag	Ball Bearings
	
170-93-420

030-01-008	SL08LH	4.5:1 / 2.1:1	20lb/330yds	6.8kg	8.6kg	8
	030-01-010	SL10LH	4.5:1 / 2.1:1	20lb/495yds	7.5kg	8.9kg	8



RIGHT HANDLE VERSION

	Code	Mode	Gear Ratio	Line Capacity	Max Strike Drag	Max Full Drag	Ball Bearings
	
170-93-420

030-01-108	SL08RH	4.5:1 / 2.1:1	20lb/330yds	6.8kg	8.6kg	8
	030-01-110	SL10RH	4.5:1 / 2.1:1	20lb/495yds	7.5kg	8.9kg	8


 

	Technical details	Download pdf 6Mb




	SeaLion Jigging - Dual Speed / Right Handle Exploded View SL08


	SeaLion Jigging - Dual Speed / Right Handle Exploded View SL10




	SeaLion Jigging - Dual Speed /  Left Handle Exploded View SL08LH


	SeaLion Jigging - Dual Speed / Left Handle Exploded View SL08LH
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